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Figure 2: MATLAB NN on Dryden Wind Model + 𝝀, 𝝀 ~𝓝(𝟎, 𝟏)
RMSE: 0.9451 
Figure 1: PBP NN on Dryden Wind Model + 𝝀, 𝝀 ~𝓝(𝟎, 𝟏)
RMSE: 0.1602
Figure 3: PBP NN on  𝒚 = 𝟓𝟎𝒔𝒊𝒏 𝒙 + 𝝀, 𝝀 ~𝓝(𝟎, 𝟓𝟐)
RMSE: 0.6044
Figure 4: MATLAB NN on  𝒚 = 𝟓𝟎𝒔𝒊𝒏 𝒙 + 𝝀, 𝝀 ~𝓝(𝟎, 𝟓𝟐)
RMSE: 2.1195
Figure 5: PBP NN on Poorly Calibrated MPU6050 IMU
RMSE: 3.0661
Figure 6: PBP NN on Poorly Calibrated MPU6050 IMU
RMSE: 7.8345
Neural Networks:
● Used to approximate arbitrary functions
● Commonly implemented when an explicit 
function is difficult to define
● Loosely modeled after the human brain, 
utilizing perceptrons to make unit decisions
PBP NN:
● Algorithm developed by [1]
● Utilizes a Bayesian NN
● Generates point mean and estimate of model 
reliability in the posterior uncertainty of weights
Figures 1,2:
● Trained on 10,000 datapoints.
● PBP performed with smaller RMSE after 1/10 
training epochs
Figures 3,4:
● Trained on 10,000 datapoints
● PBP performed with 1/3 the RMSE of MATLAB 
NN after ½ training epochs
Figures 5,6:
● Trained on ~3200 datapoints with motors at 
100%
● PBP much better at filtering acoustic vibrations
● Predicted variance was ~2x that of properly 
calibrated samples
Figure 7:
● UAS test stand built to limit rotation to roll axis
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Introduction
Motivation:
● Remote disablement and control of Cyber-
Physical Systems (CPS) is possible through 
external manipulation of sensory subsystems 
[2,3,4].
● Neural Networks (NN) are commonly used to 
processor sensor input on CPS.
● Traditional NN output a single-point prediction 
which may be untrustworthy if the input is 
unlike the training dataset
● Probabilistic neural networks output a variance 
associated with the predictive mean, alerting 
CPS to abnormal input. 
Hypothesis:
● Probabilistic Backpropagation (PBP) [1] in NN 
may be used to increase the robustness of 
CPS against corrupted sensor input streams.
Objective:
● Explore applications of PBP NN to sensory 
layer of CPS
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Conclusions
Conclusions:
● PBP NN are much better at handling normal 
distributions than similar non-probabilistic NN.
● This is beneficial in processing sensor input
● Estimates of the posterior uncertainty of 
weights provided by PBP useful as gauge of 
network confidence
Future Work:
● Increase sample size of dataset
● Include multiple sensor streams
● Test PBP on multiple probability distributions
Simulation Datasets:
● Generated pure test data from Dryden Wind 
Model and sinusoidal wave.
● Injected datasets with normally distributed 
noise. Mean of 0, variable standard deviation.
● Train PBP NN and non-probabilistic NN on 
corrupted dataset
● Calculate RMSE based on deviation from pure 
dataset
Experimental Datasets:
● Measurements taken from quadrotor 
Unmanned Aerial System (UAS)
● UAS mounted on test stand limiting motion to 
rotation on one axis
● MPU6050 IMU measured inertial data on UAS
● 10k potentiometer measured ground truth 
rotation on test stand
● 5 samples with motors off, 3 with motors on
● 1 sample ~1200 points over ~60 seconds
● Train PBP NN and MATLAB NN on datasets 
with motors on
● Calculate RMSE based on deviation from 
ground truth data.
Figure 7: UAS Test Stand
No Predictive Variance
